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Fig. 3. DC propagating and cutoff modes in microstrip from coupled-line model.
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’02=:(1 – L4)
(11)

where coois the cutoff frequency of the mode which does not propagate
at dc. This relation probably should be used with some caution since

the parameters of the model are based solely on the functional mode,
but (11) may be useful when considering the high-frequency limita-

tions of microstrip.
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A Small-Signal and Noise Equivalent Circuit for

IMPATT Diodes

MADHU-SUDAN GUPTA

.4bstracf-A frequency-independent smrdl-signsf equivalent cir-

cuit for an IMPATT diode is proposed. It incorporates five circuit ele-

ments, including a negative resistance, and is valid over an octave
range of frequency. With the addition of two white noise sources it

also serves as a noise equivalent circuit.

lNTRODUCT1ON

An equivalent circuit of an electron device is a linear network

having the same terminal properties as the device. Equivalent-
circuit representations have been established for many electron
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devices because they facilitate the study of effects related to the

external circuit. Frequency-independent equivalent circuits are par-

ticularly useful because they permit the use of simple circuit analysis

techniques and aid in the study of the frequency variation of device

performance.
For a nonlinear two-terminal negative-resistance device like an

l~PA’r’r diode, a linear equivalent circuit can be found for the small-
signal (linearized) behavior of thedevice and fora limited frequency

range of validity. The purpose of thk short paper is to present a

small-signal equivalent circuit and a noise equivalent circuit for
lMPAT’r diodes. These equivalent circuits approximate only the termi-
nal behavior of the diode;l no physical significance is attached to

the circuit elements.
No frequency-independent lumped-noise equivalent circuit for

mfPA’rT diodes has been reported so far. Haus el aL [1] have found

a noise model for IMPATT diodes in the form of a transmission line
with distributed noise sources which is not as convenient as a lumped-

noise equivalent circuit. Johnson and Robinson [2] have, on the

other hand, used a frequency-dependent model formed by separating

the lMPA’r’r-diode impedance into avalanche-region and drift-region
impedances and connecting a noise source with the avalanche-region

impedance.
A suitable small-signal equivalent circuit is also not available

in the literature. The results of most theoretical calculations [3 ]– [6 ]
and experimental measurements [7 ]– [9 ] of the small-signal impe-

dance of IMPATT diodes have been expressed as a frequency-depen-

dent admittance. Steinbrecher and Peterson [10] have proposed a
frequency-independent small-signal model which is accurate only in

the limit of low frequency (@7d~ 7r/4, where ~d k the drift-region

transit time) and predicts a diode negative conductance whose
magnitude increases monotonically with frequency to an asymptotic

value. Typical X-band diodes, however, have a maximum negative

conductance at a frequency where @7a= 0.8r, or higher for higher

bias current [11 ], above which the magnitude of conductance de-

creases with increasing frequency; the model in [1 O] is, therefore,
not suitable in the most useful frequency range of the diodes. Hulin
et al., [12] have also reported a circuit representation for the ava-
lanche region of IMPATT diodes.

A frequency-independent small-signal equivalent circuit for an

avalanche transit-time diode operated in the IMPATT mode, incor-
porating a negative resistance as the active element, is presented here,

A noise equivalent circuit can also be derived from this small-signal

model by incorporating two noise current sources in the circuit.

Both sources are constant and frequency independent and are fully

correlated with each other.
The equivalent circuit of the package in which the IMPATT diode

is mounted is usually considered an integral part of the diode, In

experimental evaluation and use of the diode equivalent circuit
presented here, the diode package will have to be accounted for

[7], [8]. An equivalent circuit for the package (which depends upon

the method of mounting the package in a cavity) should, therefore,
be added to the diode equivalent circuit.

METHOD OF DETERMINATION

The two basic methods for determining the equivalent circuit
for a given diode are the following.

Fronz Y.(u) and ~(u)

For accurate modeling, the equivalent circuit is evaluated using

the small-signal diode admittance YD(QI) and the mean-square open-

circuit noise voltage per unit bandwidth ~(u) at the diode terminals.
For a given diode, these maybe determined either directly by experi-
mental measurement (and de-imbedding the diode from its circuit

[10]) or indirectly, by first determining the diode structure (i.e.,

doping profile by CV measurement) and then carrying out theroetical
calculations using a mafel such as the small-signal analysis of Gum-
mel and Blue [6] which can be used for calculating both Y~(w) and
Y% (w) numerical y. In either case, the values of network elements in

I A ,small-signal equivalent cir:uit of the device will b! defined .as ?ne having
approximately ~he same, terminal Impedance as the smtdl-s:gnal ‘dc+ce Impedance,
and a noise equwalent clrcuk of the device as one for which both the Impedance and
the open-circuit noise voltage are close to those for the device. Obviously, a n?ise
equivalent circuit will also serve as a small-signal equivalent circuit upon omittmg
the noise sources from it.
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theequivalent circuits can now reevaluated byselecting them fora
best fit to the frequency dependence of the small-signal diode ad-

mittance Y~(co) and mean-square terminal noise voltage ~z(o).

From Read-Model Approximation

When only an approximate calculation is desired, the element

values may also be determined using the Read-model approximation

[3] of IMPATT diodes. The approximate circuit element values so

obtained may beadequate when an equivalent circuit is required for

a batch of diodes, and thediode-to-diode variation makesit unneces-
sary to obtain the elements optimally by numerical best fit. The

approximate element values can also serve as a starting guess in
some numerical curve-fitting procedure for obtaining a more ac-

curate equivalent circuit.
For such rough estimation purposes, the Read model of Gllden

and Hines is adequate, for which both the small-signal admittance
~41 and the noise voltage [131 have been calculated. The small-
&al impedance is given-by;

h’ 1

I

ZD(CO)=RS+— —
vseA

1 – -“:
Waz

1–COSO

e~

(1)

and the open-circuit mean-square noise voltage per unit bandwidth
[14 ] is given by

2(”)=“%[’- (:)’1’
(2)

avalanche frequency;

series resistance of the diode;

saturated velocity of carriers in semiconductor;

permittivity of the semiconductor;

area of cross section of the diode;
drift-region capacitance of diode (=d/h);
length of avalanche region;
length of drift region;
transit time of drift region (=1~/v,);

= ~7a ;

breakdown voltage;

de bias current;

constant defined in [14] (=3.3 x10–z0 C for silicon (Si)

diodes).

The more general results of Gummel and Blue [6] will also reduce

to these equations upon making some additional assumptions.
Note that (1) can be rewritten so that it involves only four3

independent Read-diode parameters: ‘Ta, cd, lajk, and CJG.The first

three can be found by doping profile measurement; in particular,
the ratio l./la may be evaluated from available plots [11]. The
fourth depends, in addition, upon the operating point of the diode
(1J andcanbe measured or estimated [7]. One further structure-

dependent parameter VB is included in (2), and it can be directly
measured. Thus a knowledge of the structural dimensions, material
properties, and operating point of thediode can beusedforevaluat-

ing Y~(u) and ~(o), and hence the equivalent circuit, using the
Read-diode model. Expressions will be given below for an approxi-

mate evaluation of the equivalent-circuit elements in terms of these

parameters, thereby circumventing theneed for curve-fitting.

SMALL-SIGNAL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

In general, the equivalent circuits are not unique, and many
of them can usually be synthesized for a given device. The number
of lumped elements used in the equivalent circuit requires a com-

2An error of afactorof 2 in [4] has been corrected.
J Although the Read model has frmrdegrees of freedom, afrequency.independent

equivalent circuit may require more than four network elements if it is to be valid
over a wide frequency range.

4While the analysis leading to (t) assumes that lC/l~is small compared to unity,
the effect of tiniteavala,nche-regicm width is nevertheless included toafirst order of
approximation.
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Fig. 1. Frequency-independent equivalent circuit for IMPATTdiodes. F& is a nega-
tive resistance. (a) Small-siznal equivalent circuit. (b) Noise equivalent
circuit.
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Fig. 2. SmaU-signaf admittance plot of aSi Read diode and the admittance
of the equivalent circuit.

promise between complexity and difficulty of evaluation on one hand,

and the frequency range of validity on the other. The smallest num-
ber of network elements required in the equivalent circuit for a
reasonable approximation to the two-terminal behavior of an IMPATT

diode is five. Thepresent circuit incorporates five network elements

and can be used over an octave of frequency range centered at the

frequency of maximum negative conductance, which is approxi-
mately the frequency range over which practical use is made of the

diode as a negative-resistance device.
The IMPATT diode can be represented by the circuit shown in

Fig. l(a) where R, isa negative resistance and all the elements are
frequency independent. Fig. 2 shows the frequency dependence of

the admittance of the equivalent circuit. The solid curve represents
the admittance of a Read diode for which an equivalent circuit is to
be found. The broken curve isthe admittance of theequivalentcir-

cuit with the values of the circuit elements listed in Fig. 2. It is
evident from the figure that the equivalent-circuit representation is
fairly accurate for the frequency range 8–16 GHz. The solid curve

of Fig. 2 was determined by a small-signal analysis of a SI IMPATT

diode, and the circuit element values were numerically determined to
match the diode admittance curve. The diode series resistance R,

has not been included in the plots of Fig. 2; it may be added directly

to the resistance R3 of the equivalent circuit.
When the Read model is used for the mmAmdio de, the circuit

element values may be calculated as follows. The impedance of the
two-terminal network of Fig. l(a) is

z..(w) =

(R, +R3)+jCu(L +RJZ,c+ R,R*c+&R,c) -Co’Lc(R2+R3). (3)

l+j&(R, +R,) –OJ’LC

The Read-diode impedance given by (1) can beapproximated in the

neighborhood of o=r rad by using (1 —COS 19)/(oz/2) =1-0.0602
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and (sin 6/0) =1–0.102 (and excluding, which canlater be added

toRJ. Theimpedance is given by

~ (1 – 0.06w%’) + ‘: (1 – O.lco.’,,j’ + +

zD(al) =
)

. (4)
~az — ma

Upon comparing (3) and (4), thecircuit element values are given in

terms of diode parameters by the following equations:

- x(1 + o.@idT#)Rs – Acd

~a27~a

‘l= Ra–0”03 cd

Rz= –RI

1
c=—,

wa2L

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

An approximate small-signal equivalent circuit is thus determined

by (5)-(9).

The equivalent circuit determined by either of the above methods

is bias-current dependent because both YD(a) and co. depend upon

rd..

NOISE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

The noise generated inan IMPATT diode can be modeled by in-

corporating noise sources in the small-signal equivalent circuit of
Fig. l(a). One of the several possible noise models is shown in Fig.

1(b) where 1. and @n are the rms noise currents per unit bandwidth

of two white (frequency-independent) noise current generators that

are completely correlated with each other. The value of the noise
equivalent circuit lies in this feature of the frequency independence

of noise sources [15]. The open circuit rms noise voltage across the

circuit terminals in a l-Hz bandwidth is, therefore, given by

The constants 1. and o in the noise equivalent circuit of Fig. 1 (b) can

be so chosen that the noise voltage =(o) given by (10) matches the

diode noise voltage ~(u) and its frequency variation as determined

by measurement [14] or calculation [6] over the frequency range of
interest.

In some applications of IMPATT diodes, the low-frequency (video)
noise zenerated bv the diode mav plav a significant role and can also

be cal&lated froh the equivale~~ ci~cuit ~resented. In the limit of
low frequency, (10) takes the form

(11)

If the validity of the noise model at video frequencies is important,
(11) may be used as a constraint in determining the constants @and

1P for the best fit of ~(u) to~(co).

As an example, the rms noise voltage for the Si Read diode of
Fig. 2 was calculated for a bandwidth of 1 Hz and its frequency de.

pendence is shown by the solid curve in Fig. 3. The broken curve
gives the rms terminal noise voltage for the model, in l-Hz band-

width, with values for @and 1. chosen for a good fit to the solid curve.
A third curve also shows the terminal noise voltage when B and 1.
are selected with the constraint (11 ), i.e., the equivalent circuit
predicts correct noise voltage at video frequencies.

When the Read-model approximation is used for the IMPATT diode,

the constants (3 and 1. may be calculated from diode parameters as

follows. If @ is taken to be

and (7) and (9) are used, (10) becomes

p(’+&)~

‘7(@) = 1“2 I u’ I

L ‘-;. ]

(12)

(13)

I
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Fig. 3. Open-circuit rms noise voltage at the terminals of a Si Resd diode and of
the noise equivalent circuit (bandwidth =1 Hz). For good fil, i3=4 and In= 1.95
x 10-10 A/ J=. For correct low-frequency limit, p =4 and In =2.32X10-10

A/d=

which is of the form given by (2). A comparison of (2) and (13) de-
termines the rms noise current per unit bandwidth 1. as

(14)

An approximate noise equivalent circuit is thus determined by (12)

and (14) along with (5)– (9).

The noise equivalent circuit determined with Read-model ap-
proximation is also valid at video frequencies. The low-frequency

limit of noise voltage given by (2) agrees with (11) when@ and 1. are

given by (12) and (14), respectively. The low-frequency limit of the
diode impedance given by (3) is also RI +R,, which is equal to the

space charge resistance

.w
R,c = —

2aI,A
(15)

but neglects thermal and series resistances [16].

APPLICATION OF NOISE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

As an example of the use of the proposed noise equivalent circuit,

the frequency dependence of the noise figure of a small-signal IMPATT-

diode amplifier will be calculated. A circulator-coupled amplifier is

assumed to employ the Si IMPATT diode considered earlier whose
equivalent circuit elements are given in Figs. 2 and 3. Hines [13]

has given the expressions for amplifier gain and noise figure using a

simple model in which the diode package, transmission line, and

matching arrangement taken together serve to tune out the diede
reactance XD and transform the real part of the load impedance to a

value RL close to the diode resistance RD in magnitude. The power
gain is then given by

‘“ (%%)2
and the noise figure by

GZRL

F = 1 + (R. + RJ2GkTo

(16)

(17)

where ~ is the mean-square noise voltage per unit bandwidth, k
is Boltzmann’s constant, and TO is the absolute temperature. The

amplifier noise figure5 is calculated from the noise equivalent circuit
for a fixed small-signal gain of 20 dB and is plotted in Fig. 4 as a

function of frequency. The results show a broad minimum of noise

6 The noise measure is zlmost identical with the noise figure as the gain and the
noise figure are large.
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Fig.4. Noise figure ofa SiIMPAIT-diode amplifier with asmd-signd~inof
20 dB calculated from the noise equivalent circuit.

figure at frequencies above the frequency of maximum negative con-

ductance.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that a five lumped-element frequency-inde-

pendent equivalent circuit can be constructed for lMPATT diodes. It

has a driving-point impedance approximately equal to the small-

signal impedance of the diode over the frequency range of interest

in IMPATT-diode applications. The small-signal noise voltage across

the diode can be calculated by incorporating two correlated noise

sources in the equivalent circuit which are also frequency-inde-

pendent. The equivalent circuit elements can be calculated by one of
the following methods: 1) numerical determination to fit experi-

mentally measured small-signal impedance (and noise voltage), 2)

numerical determination to fit the small-signal impedance (and noise

voltage) calculated from an accurate small-signal analysis, and 3)

calculation from simple algebraic expressions given here in terms of
Read-diode approximation. Frequency dependence of the noise
figure of a small-signal IMPATT amplifier has been calculated to illus-

trate the application of the proposed equivalent circuit.
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Finite-Boundary Corrections to the Coplanar

Waveguide Analysis

M. E. DAVIS, E. W. WILLIAMS, AND A. C. CELESTINI

Abstracf—Conformal mapping calculations of impedance and
effective dielectric constant are presented for coplanar waveguide

(CPW) lines with finite-substrate thickness. These calculations and

experimental data show a departure from the intinite dielectric

approximation as the substrate thickness approaches the guide slot
width. The quasi-TEM approximation is retained and calculations

of static energy density within the substrate are given. This ap-

proximation agrees well with field calculations using a finite-element

solution to Laplace’s equation.

INTRODUCTION

Calculations of wave impedance and effective dielectric constant

of the coplanar waveguide (CPW) structure have assumed that the
substrate was infinite in extent [1]. This allowed a simple conformal

mapping transformation of the field patterns, using complete elliptic

integrals, into a homogeneous rectangular configuration. A few in-

vestigations bore out the assumption that a finite substrate would

not affect the wave propagation for simple waveguide structures [2],

[3], but no extended circuitry has been reported that gives quantita-

tive support of these assumptions. In fact, recent investigations into

the CPW show marked deviation from the idealized model under
some common experimental conditions [4].

As a result, a detailed calculation of the wave impedance has

been carried out, still within the zeroth-order approximation of a
quasi-TEM structure. By using the familiar Schwarz–Christoffel

transformation of the waveguide shown in Fig. 1, the lower half of

the Z plane is mapped into the rectangle in the W plane. The trans-

formation characterizing thk mapping k [1]

dw A

z = (22 – @)l/2(z2 – b,z)lm
(1)

where A is a constant to be evaluated. The boundaries of the y = O
line can be determined in the W plane upon integration

61 A dz

w = a +~~ = .rO (22 _ @)l/2(z2 _ ~12)1/2 “
(2)

The above equation is one form of an elliptic integral. The ratio a/b

can be conveniently expressed in terms of tabulated complete elliptic

integrals.

a K(k)
—=
b K’(k)

(3)

where k =aJbl, K’(k) =K(k’), and k’ = (1 —k2)1J2.
This is the point at which most analyses stop. By assuming a

semi-infinite dielectric, in parallel with a half-space of air, the equiv-

alent static capacitance per unit length for a pure TEM mode propa-
gating in the line is

c = (% + 1)60 y = 2(., + 1)60 ~kl .
K’(k)

(4)

This analysis can be extended to the case of finite-substrate thick-

ness by mapping the substrate bottom into the W plane. This will

appear approximately as an ellipse in the rectangle, as shown in

Fig. 1. The mapping of complex arguments in elliptic functions is

reasonably straightforward [5]. Equation (2) can be rewritten in the

descriptive form

w = F(o, k) = f,+ (1 + k~sinz 6) (5)

where F(o, k) k an incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind with

amplitude @ and modulus k. In our case z =sin @ Since we can choose

the constant A arbitrarily without affecting generality, it is given a
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